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ON CONDITION (a,) OF A STRATIFIED MAPPING by Satoshi KOIKE
In [3] , D.J.A. Trotman showed that Whitney's condition (a) on the pair of adjacent strata is equivalent to condition (a 5 ) which has more obvious geometric content. These conditions can be generalized to the conditions of the kernel of the mapping called a stratified mapping. The generalization of condition (a) is condition (a^) which is well-known in the stratification theory. On the other hand, we shall call the generalization of condition (a 5 ) condition (ap. Then, we have already known that (^) implies (^) from the proof of Lemma 11.4 in J.N. Mather [2] (or Lemma (2.4) of Chapter II in [1] ). In this paper, we show that (^) is equivalent to (a 5 ). In § 2 we prove this result, and in § 3 we give the illustrative example of the fact.
Definitions and the result.
Let X, Y be ^lisjoint C 1 submanifolds of R", and let yo be a point in Y n X. We say the pair (X, Y) satisfies Whitney 's condition (a) at y^ if for any sequence of points {x,} in X tending to YQ such that the tangent space T^X tends to r, we have T^Y C T. As stated above, this condition is equivalent to the following condition; (a 5 ): For any local C 1 retraction at y^, TTy: R"--^ Y, there exists a neighborhood W of y^ in R" such that TTy^^x is a submersion.
Let /: A--> R 19 be a smooth mapping defined in a neighborhood A of X U Y in R". Suppose that the restricted mappings 2) On the other hand, it is not true that for any local C 1 retraction at VQ, there exists a local C 1 retraction at f(y^) such that they satisfy (CRf): See the example in 3.
Here we introduce the next condition; 
Proof of the theorem.
Let / be a stratified mapping i.e.
/^ : X -^ U and /|y : Y -> V are submersions. We introduce the condition of "transverse foliation" defined locally in a neighborhood of YQ in R" ; 0€ 1 )'-For any local C 1 foliation ^ which is transversal to the fiber of /|y at y^ , and whose leaves are unions of fibers of a local C 1 retraction TTy satisfying the relation (CRf), there exists a neighborhood W of YQ in R" such that Si is transversal to the fibers of f\^ in W.
LEMMA. -(a 5 ) is equivalent to (96 1 ).
Proof. -As it is trivial that (a 5 ) implies (US 1 ), we shall show that From Lemma, it is sufficient to show that (96 1 ) implies (fly). We suppose that the pair (X, Y) does not satisfy condition (fly) at YQ. Then, there exists a sequence of points {x^} in X tending to YQ with lim ker rf(/|^)x. = K , such that K f> ker rfC/ly)^ • Thus, there exists a vector k^. kerd(f\^)y such that k^K. By the similar way as the proof of Theorem A in [3] , we can construct a C 1 foliation SP of codimension 1 such that T., F., ^ k and yo ^o Ty^x :) ^e r ^G^lx^c. Le -^ i 8 transversal to the fiber of /|y at y^, and §? is not transversal to the fiber of f\^ at x^.
We take a local C 1 retraction at /(^o), ^v : ^ -^ V, arbitarily. From Property 1 (2), we have
where Wo=/(^o). Therefore, the local fbliations {(TTy ^^(MO^ew and ^ are transversal near y^ . Thus,
is a C 1 foliation in a neighborhood of y^ in R" . 
As (TTy o f)'~l(wQ) is transversal to Fy at y^ . we havê
Further, the vector k is not an element of Ty F^, . Therefore, we have^o^v
where {k) denotes the sub vector space spanned by the vector k of Ty R". From (2.5), (2.6), and the fact that kC kerd(f\^)y CTy Y, we°see that T^((^ o /r^Wo) n F^) + T^Y == T^R" . ° °B y using Property 3, we can construct a local C 1 retraction at ^Q , TTy : R" -^ Y, along leaves of the local foliation (2.4). Then, these local retractions TTy and TTy satisfy (CRf) in a neighborhood of j^o in R" , from Property 2. Further, from the construction it is clear that each leaf of Si is a union of fibers of TTy . Thus, (96 1 ) does not hold. This completes the proof of the theorem.
3. An Example.
In this section, we give an example which illustrates the proof of the theorem, and demonstrates Remark 1 (2). Nextly, we show that this example demonstrates Remark 1 (2). We consider a retraction at 0 £ R 3 , ^(x , y , z) = (x 4-yz 2 , 0, z). Then, we have /o ^(x , y , z) = (-v + yz 2 , 0). Let (^0,^1, Zi), (^o ' ^i' 2^) ^e Pcinis in X such that 0 < y^ <y^ and On the other hand, /(^ , >/, , z,) = /(^, ^ , z^). Therefore, there does not exist a local C 1 retraction at 0£R 2 , TT : R 2 --> V, such that they satisfy (CRf).
